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Scientific Writing for Impact Factor Journals
2013-01-01

publish or perish this old adage illustrates the importance of scientific communication essential to research it also represents a strategic sector for each
country s competitiveness an often neglected topic scientific communication is of vital importance with new information technologies accelerating and
profoundly changing how knowledge is disseminated the necessity of optimally disseminating experts findings has also become crucial to researchers
institutes and universities alike which has prompted the recent advent of impact factors for the evaluation and financing of research the goal being for
scientific knowledge to be equally distributed to a very broad audience especially to the media entrepreneurs and sociopolitical players this handbook
presents the golden rules for publishing scientific articles in order to do away with major recurring errors the author explains how to easily structure an
article and offers support for the typical mistakes made by native french speakers publishing in english tips on how to make the style more academic of
more general to fit your intended readership and in the book s closing section suggests new publishing techniques of the internet age such as the micro
article which allows researchers to focus their findings into a single innovative point the major principles presented can be applied to a broad range of
documents such as theses industry reports publicity texts letters of intent cvs resumes blogs and press releases as all of these documents involve
presenting information on advances discoveries innovations or changes to our previous knowledge

How to Publish a Scientific Paper in a High Impact Factor Journal
2018-05-02

high impact factor publications are absolutely necessary for advancing an academic science career but unless you are already part of an elite insider s
club no one will help you succeed public advice is generic and unhelpful because editorial gatekeepers will not openly admit that the publication system
is unfairly biased against you instead the myth of meritocracy promotes the false notion that great science is all you need to publish well welcome to a
realistic and practical look at how to publish your scientific paper in a high impact factor journal from designing your research proposal to writing a
rebuttal this book discusses strategies for a top publication this is not another regurgitated book about writing scientific manuscripts this book covers the
difficult parts that are left out or unspoken by others it fills in the missing gaps this book is not for researchers in well funded laboratories at top
institutes who are already well versed in these issues this is a book for scientists everywhere else for the ones who may never have a fair chance but who
still deserve the best chance

Scientific Journals: Issues in Library Selection and Management
2019-12-06

this book first published in 1987 brings together from a variety of sources analysis on the major issues involved in the collection of scientific journals
working from the premise that scientists tend to know much more about their subject than about their journals it examines the rationale for journal
choices journals and tenure journals and budgeting and the elements of a good journal it shows librarians how to penetrate the internal structure of some
imposing technical literatures in a way that can help them make responsible collection management decisions that even their science clientele will
respect
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The Metric Tide
2016-01-20

represents the culmination of an 18 month long project that aims to be the definitive review of this important topic accompanied by a scholarly literature
review some new analysis and a wealth of evidence and insight the report is a tour de force a once in a generation opportunity to take stock dr steven hill
head of policy hefce lse impact of social sciences blog a must read if you are interested in having a deeper understanding of research culture
management issues and the range of information we have on this field it should be disseminated and discussed within institutions disciplines and other
sites of research collaboration dr meera sabaratnam lecturer in international relations at the school of oriental and african studies university of london
lse impact of social sciences blog metrics evoke a mixed reaction from the research community a commitment to using data and evidence to inform
decisions makes many of us sympathetic even enthusiastic about the prospect of granular real time analysis of our own activities yet we only have to look
around us at the blunt use of metrics to be reminded of the pitfalls metrics hold real power they are constitutive of values identities and livelihoods how
to exercise that power to positive ends is the focus of this book using extensive evidence gathering analysis and consultation the authors take a thorough
look at potential uses and limitations of research metrics and indicators they explore the use of metrics across different disciplines assess their potential
contribution to the development of research excellence and impact and consider the changing ways in which universities are using quantitative indicators
in their management systems finally they consider the negative or unintended effects of metrics on various aspects of research culture including an
updated introduction from james wilsdon the book proposes a framework for responsible metrics and makes a series of targeted recommendations to
show how responsible metrics can be applied in research management by funders and in the next cycle of the research excellence framework the metric
tide is certainly rising unlike king canute we have the agency and opportunity and in this book a serious body of evidence to influence how it washes
through higher education and research

Scientific Journals
2019-12-06

this book first published in 1990 examines the relationships between scientists publishers and journals it focuses on managing acquisitions budgets and
helps substantiate journals selection deselection decisions to library users and administrators

Writing Human Factors Research Papers
2012-10-01

writing high quality papers suitable for publication within international scientific journals is now an essential skill for all early career researchers their
career progression and the reputation of the department in which they work depends upon it however many manuscripts are rejected or sent back for
major re working not because the science they contain is in any way bad but because the same problems keep occurring in the way that the material is
presented it is one thing to write a good scientific paper however it is quite another thing to get it published this requires some additional nous in writing
this book don harris draws upon nearly a quarter of a century of experience as an author and reviewer of research papers and ultimately as a journal
editor by his own admission it contains all the things he wished that his mentors had told him 25 years ago but didn t the material in the book is drawn
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from many years of finding all these things out for himself usually by trial and error but mostly error the text adopts a much lighter touch than is
normally found in books of this type after all who really wants to read a book about writing research papers the author describes his own unique
approach to writing journal papers which in his own words has proved to be extremely successful all major points are illustrated with examples from his
own published works the book is written in the form of a manual for constructing a journal manuscript read a chapter write a section however the
material it contains goes beyond just this and also describes how to select a target journal the manuscript submission process what referees are looking
for in a good journal paper and how to deal with the referees comments each chapter concludes with a checklist to ensure all the key elements have been
addressed

Strategic Science Communication
2022-09-27

what tactics can effective science communicators use to reach a wide audience and achieve their goals effective science communication the type that can
drive behavior change while boosting the likelihood that people will turn to science when faced with challenges is not simply a matter of utilizing social
media or employing innovative tactics like nudges even more important for success is building long term strategic paths to achieve well articulated goals
smart science communicators also want to create communication opportunities to improve their own thinking and behavior in this guidebook john c
besley and anthony dudo encapsulate their practical expertise in 11 evidence based principles of strategic science communication among other things
science communicators they argue should strive to seem competent warm honest and willing to listen their work should also convey a desire to make the
world a better place highlighting time tested methods for building rapport with an audience through several modes of communication besley and dudo
explain how to achieve each strategic objective all scientific communication is goal oriented and besley and dudo discuss the importance of recognizing
the right goals then employing strategic and tactical communication in order to achieve them finally they offer specific suggestions for how practitioners
can evaluate the effectiveness of their communications and in fact build evaluation into their plans from the beginning strategic science communication is
the first book to use social science to help scientists and professional science communicators become more evidence based besley and dudo draw on
insightful research into the science of science communication to provide readers with an opportunity to think more deeply about how to make
communication choices this guidebook is essential reading for all professionals in the field

Argumentation in Science Education
2007-12-06

educational researchers are bound to see this as a timely work it brings together the work of leading experts in argumentation in science education it
presents research combining theoretical and empirical perspectives relevant for secondary science classrooms since the 1990s argumentation studies
have increased at a rapid pace from stray papers to a wealth of research exploring ever more sophisticated issues it is this fact that makes this volume so
crucial

Research Management
2017-11-15
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research management europe and beyond addresses the myriad responsibilities related to research management and administration the book
incorporates narratives from those working in the field to provide insight into the profession the book also offers a unique perspective on the topic by
incorporating global perspectives to address the growing interdisciplinary nature of research collaboration the book outlines practical advice for those in
the research management and administration profession at all levels of experience it is also a useful tool that research institutions and research groups
can use to assist in planning and streamlining their research support offers a deeper understanding of the research management and administrative
landscape through single and collective definitions and experiences provides an overview of the research environment and explores the international
research arena discusses some of the most complex issues in research management and administration by covering topics such as ethics innovation
research impact organizational structures and processes for the project life cycle

Animals, Machines, and AI
2021-11-08

sentient animals machines and robots abound in german literature and culture but there has been surprisingly limited scholarship on non human life
forms in german studies this volume extends interdisciplinary research in emotion studies to examine non humans and the affective relationships
between humans and non humans in modern german cultural history in recent years fascination with emotions developments in robotics and the
burgeoning of animal studies in and beyond the academy have given rise to questions about the nature of humanity using sources from the life sciences
literature visual art poetry philosophy and photography this collection interrogates not animal or machine emotions per se but rather uses animals and
machines as lenses through which to investigate human emotions and the affective entanglements between humans and non humans the covid 19
pandemic made us more keenly aware of the importance of both animals and new technologies in our daily lives and this volume ultimately sheds light on
the centrality of non humans in the human emotional world and the possibilities that relationships with non humans offer for enriching that world

Publishing Addiction Science
2017-05-24

publishing addiction science is a comprehensive guide for addiction scientists facing the complex process of contributing to scholarly journals written by
an international group of addiction journal editors and their colleagues it discusses how to write research articles and systematic reviews choose a
journal respond to reviewers reports become a reviewer and resolve the often difficult authorship ethical and citation issues that arise in addiction
science publishing as a guide for the perplexed publishing addiction science helps novice as well as experienced researchers to deal with these
challenges it is suitable for university courses and forms the basis of the training workshops offered by the international society of addiction journal
editors isaje co sponsored by isaje and the scientific journal addiction the third edition of publishing addiction science gives special attention to the
challenges faced by researchers from developing and non english speaking countries and features new chapters on guidance for clinician scientists and
the growth of infrastructure and career opportunities in addiction science

What Editors Want
2012-12-07
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research publications have always been key to building a successful career in science yet little if any formal guidance is offered to young scientists on
how to get research papers peer reviewed accepted and published by leading scientific journals with what editors want philippa j benson and susan c
silver two well respected editors from the science publishing community remedy that situation with a clear straightforward guide that will be of use to all
scientists benson and silver instruct readers on how to identify the journals that are most likely to publish a given paper how to write an effective cover
letter how to avoid common pitfalls of the submission process and how to effectively navigate the all important peer review process including dealing
with revisions and rejection with supplemental advice from more than a dozen experts this book will equip scientists with the knowledge they need to
usher their papers through publication

Handbook of Action Research
2006-01-17

with the handbook of action research hailed as a turning point in how action research is framed and understood by scholars this student edition has been
structured to provide an easy inroad into the field for researchers and students it includes concise chapter summaries and an informative introduction
that draws together the different strands of action research and reveals their diverse applications as well as their interrelations divided into four parts
there are important themes of thinking and practice running throughout

Essays of an Information Scientist: 1962-1973
1977

the artificial intelligence ai landscape has evolved significantly from 1950 when alan turing first posed the question of whether machines can think today
ai is transforming societies and economies it promises to generate productivity gains improve well being and help address global challenges such as
climate change resource scarcity and health crises

Scientific and Technical Journals
1985

this book first published in 2002 gathers some of america s top subject expert librarians to determine the most influential journals in their respective
fields 32 contributing authors reviewed journals from over twenty countries that have successfully shaped the evolution of their individual specialties
worldwide their choices reflect the history of each discipline or profession taking into account rivalries between universities professional societies for
profit and not for profit publishers and even nation states and international ideologies in each journal s quest for reputational dominance each journal
was judged using criteria such as longevity of publication foresight in carving out its niche ability to attract sustain professional or academic affiliations
opinion leadership or agenda setting power and ongoing criticality to the study or practice of their field the book presents wholly independent reviewers
none are in the employ of any publisher but each is fully credentialed and well published and many are award winners the authors guide college and
professional school librarians on limited budgets via an exposition of their analytical and critical winnowing process in determining the classic resources
for their faculty students and working professional clientele
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Artificial Intelligence in Society
2019-06-11

the present study attempts to examine the numerical correlation between web ranking of electronic scientific journals and impact factor of these journals
using the method of regression analysis regression analysis allows the option of investigating and predicting the numerical relationship between website
ranking of scientific journals on the world wide and the value of impact factor of the journals a sample of 57 publishers with 6 272 scientific journals and
50 standalone scientific journals was analyzed during research procedure in this study two different indicators about websites classification on world
wide were examined separately for 57 publishers and 50 standalone journals alexa rank and statscrop rank the electronic databases through the internet
constitute the main information resources of this study about the impact factors the general conclusion that arises is that the impact factor of electronic
scientific journals illustrates a very strong positive correlation with classification of websites on the world wide furthermore it is concluded that the
change of web ranking as a function of impact factor is governed by a gaussian function or rational function with lower pearson coefficient and presents
non linearly correlation even if there is very strong correlation between impact factor and web rank for electronic journals the prediction of impact factor
from web rank is not possible and presents many divergences

Journals of the Century
2019-12-06

progress in molecular biology and translational science volume 159 provides the most topical informative and exciting monographs available on a wide
variety of research topics related to prions viruses bacteria and eukaryotes the series includes in depth knowledge on molecular biological aspects of
organismal physiology along with insights on how this knowledge may be applied to understand and ameliorate human disease new chapters in this
release discuss timely topics such as targeting recently deorphanized gpr83 for the treatment of infection stress and drug addiction arrestin structure
function arrestins in the cardiovascular system analysis of biased agonism and more includes comprehensive coverage of molecular biology presents
ample use of tables diagrams schemata and color figures to enhance the reader s ability to rapidly grasp the information provided contains contributions
from renowned experts in the field

Numerical Correlation between Impact Factor and Web Ranking of Electronic Scientific
Journals Using Regression Analysis
2017-12-15

this book is the first to provide an in depth analysis of the peer review process in scholarly publishing author weller offers a systematic review of
published studies of editorial peer review in the following broad categories general studies of rejection rates studies of editors studies of authors and
studies of reviewers the book concludes with an examination of new models of editorial peer review intended to enhance the scientific communication
process as it moves from a print to an electronic environment
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Progress in Molecular Biology and Translational Science
2018-10-16

innovation is increasingly recognized as a vitally important social and economic phenomenon worthy of serious research study firms are concerned about
their innovation ability particularly relative to their competitors politicians care about innovation too because of its presumed social and economic impact
however to recognize that innovation is desirable is not sufficient what is required is systematic and reliable knowledge about how best to influence
innovation and to exploit its effects to the full gaining such knowledge is the aim of the field of innovation studies which is now at least half a century old
hence it is an opportune time to ask what has been achieved and what we still need to know more about this is what this book sets out to explore written
by a number of central contributors to the field it critically examines the current state of the art and identifies issues that merit greater attention the
focus is mainly on how society can derive the greatest benefit from innovation and what needs to done to achieve this however to learn more about how
society can benefit more from innovation one also needs to understand innovation processes in firms and how these interact with broader social
institutional and political factors such issues are therefore also central to the discussion here

Editorial Peer Review
2001

outlining the key themes concepts and theoretical areas in the field this book draws on contributions from prominent researchers to unravel the
complexities of consumer culture by looking at how it affects personal identity social interactions and the consuming human being a field which is
characterised as being theoretically challenging is made accessible through learning features that include case study material critical reflection research
directions further reading and a broad mix of the types of consumers and consumption contexts including emerging markets and economies the structure
of the book is designed to help students map the field in the way it is interpreted by researchers and follows the conceptual mapping in the classic
arnould thompson 2005 journal article the book is organised into three parts the consumption identity marketplace cultures and the socio historic
patterning of consumption insight is offered into both the historical roots of consumer culture and the everyday experiences of navigating the
contemporary marketplace the book is supported by a collection of international case studies and real world scenarios including how fashion bloggers
rule the fashion world the kendall jenner pepsi commercial professional beer pong military recruiting campaigns the world health organization and the
corporatization of education the go to text for anyone new to cct or postgraduate students writing a cct related thesis

Innovation Studies
2013-10-31

higher education is in a state of ferment people are seriously discussing whether the medieval ideal of the university as being excellent in all areas makes
sense today given the number of universities that we have in the world student fees are changing the orientation of students to the system the high rate
of non repayment of fees in the uk is provoking difficult questions about whether the current system of funding makes sense there are disputes about the
ratio of research to teaching and further discussions about the international delivery of courses
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Consumer Culture Theory
2018-06-21

this accessible book has established itself as the go to resource on confirmatory factor analysis cfa for its emphasis on practical and conceptual aspects
rather than mathematics or formulas detailed worked through examples drawn from psychology management and sociology studies illustrate the
procedures pitfalls and extensions of cfa methodology the text shows how to formulate program and interpret cfa models using popular latent variable
software packages lisrel mplus eqs sas calis understand the similarities

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Higher Education
2020-05-21

very few doctors and scientists receive any sort of systematic training in publishing editing and reviewing scholarly articles despite the central
importance of that work for scientific research and for their careers medical and scientific publishing will help fill the gap and help readers to understand
processes of scientific and medical publishing understand the role of an academic in medical publishing become a better scientific communicator develop
skills to effectively serve as the editor of a medical journal medical and scientific publishing is based on a successful course at the university of michigan
medical school for third and fourth year medical students the course teaches students not just how to write scientific and medical articles but addresses
key issues surrounding copyright ethics open access and much more students will build a strong foundation on how to do peer review and how to be
authors and editors which are important skills in building a professional career covers a full range of essential information explanation of publishing
licenses copyright and permissions how to do peer review how to write effectively how journal publishing works and much more emphasizes rigor quality
and scientific integrity in writing editing and publishing focuses on authorship and editorial skills by experienced authors and publishers

Confirmatory Factor Analysis for Applied Research, Second Edition
2015-01-08

research in the biomedical sciences transparent and reproducible documents the widespread concerns related to reproducibility in biomedical research
and provides a best practices guide to effective and transparent hypothesis generation experimental design reagent standardization including validation
and authentication statistical analysis and data reporting the book addresses issues in the perceived value of the existing peer review process and calls
for the need for improved transparency in data reporting it reflects new guidelines for publication that include manuscript checklists replication
reproducibility initiatives and the potential consequences for the biomedical research community and societal health and well being if training mentoring
and funding of new generations of researchers and incentives for publications are not improved this book offers real world examples insights and
solutions to provide a thought provoking and timely resource for all those learning about or engaged in performing and supervising research across the
biomedical sciences
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Medical and Scientific Publishing
2017-11-13

this book contains exercises for training leaders which can help energise your employees and get yourself more involved

Research in the Biomedical Sciences
2017-10-10

this comprehensive yet concise book provides a thorough and complete guide to every aspect of managing the peer review process for scientific journals
until now little information has been readily available on how this important facet of the journal publishing process should be conducted properly peer
review and manuscript management in scientific journals fills this gap and provides clear guidance on all aspects of peer review from manuscript
submission to final decision peer review and manuscript management in scientific journals is an essential reference for science journal editors editorial
office staff and publishers it is an invaluable handbook for the set up of new editorial offices as well as a useful reference for well established journals
which may need guidance on a particular situation or may want to review their current practices although intended primarily for journals in science
much of its content will be relevant to other scholarly areas this wonderful work by dr hames can be used as a textbook in courses for both experienced
and novice editors and i trust that it is what dr hames intended when she prepared this beautiful book every scientific editor should read it journal of
educational evaluation for health professionals 2008 this book is co published with the association of learned and professional society publishers alpsp
alpsp org alpsp members are entitled to a 30 discount on this book

Tamil Nadu Economy
1999

interpreting biomedical science experiment evidence and belief discusses what can go wrong in biological science providing an unbiased view and
cohesive understanding of scientific methods statistics data interpretation and scientific ethics that are illustrated with practical examples and real life
applications casting a wide net the reader is exposed to scientific problems and solutions through informed perspectives from history philosophy
sociology and the social psychology of science the book shows the differences and similarities between disciplines and different eras and illustrates the
concept that while sound methodology is necessary for the progress of science we cannot succeed without a right culture of doing things features
theoretical concepts accompanied by examples from biological literature contains an introduction to various methods with an emphasis on statistical
hypothesis testing presents a clear argument that ties the motivations and ethics of individual scientists to the success of their science provides
recommendations on how to safeguard against scientific misconduct fraud and retractions arms young scientists with practical knowledge that they can
use every day

Peer Review and Manuscript Management in Scientific Journals
2008-04-15
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nothing provided

Interpreting Biomedical Science
2015-06-12

the only book about scholarly communication that his reviewer has ever wanted to read from cover to cover arba day s style is light and witty his
examples memorable funny and instructive and through it all is a canny wisdom society for scholarly publishing an outstanding book one to be on the
shelf of every scientific writer not that it will stay on the shelf much countless anecdotes and unexpected touches of wit and humor will keep the reader
from putting the book away issues in writing

Representations of Science and Technology
1992

the literature of science editors editorial boards the review process references ethics keeping track copy processing and printing post printing activities

What Kind of Citizen?
2015-05

after a brief account of the recent trends in science indicatiors research the authors propose a coherent system of scientometric indicators these
indicators are based on the publication performance of each country in 8 science fields and reflect the versatility of the impact of the publication activity
in the country in question the special aim of the indicator system is to characterize and compare the contribution of research intensive medium sized and
small countries to the world s overall scientific research activity indicator values for 32 such countries are reported and evaluated relations to other
economic social and science indicators are discussed this book is intended both as a data source and an analytic tool for specialists engaged in science
policy science management science indicators research scientometrics and other areas of science as well as a tool for practising research scientists

How to Write & Publish a Scientific Paper
1994

this book provides a broad and nuanced overview of the achievements and legacy of professor william bill goddard in the field of computational materials
and molecular science leading researchers from around the globe discuss goddard s work and its lasting impacts which can be seen in today s cutting
edge chemistry materials science and biology techniques each section of the book closes with an outline of the prospects for future developments in the
course of a career spanning more than 50 years goddard s seminal work has led to dramatic advances in a diverse range of science and engineering fields
presenting scientific essays and reflections by students postdoctoral associates collaborators and colleagues the book describes the contributions of one
of the world s greatest materials and molecular scientists in the context of theory experimentation and applications and examines his legacy in each area
from conceptualization the first mile to developments and extensions aimed at applications and lastly to de novo design the last mile goddard s passion
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for science his insights and his ability to actively engage with his collaborators in bold initiatives is a model for us all as he enters his second half century
of scientific research and education this book inspires future generations of students and researchers to employ and extend these powerful techniques
and insights to tackle today s critical problems in biology chemistry and materials examples highlighted in the book include new materials for
photocatalysts to convert water and co2 into fuels novel catalysts for the highly selective and active catalysis of alkanes to valuable organics simulating
the chemistry in film growth to develop two dimensional functional films and predicting ligand protein binding and activation to enable the design of
targeted drugs with minimal side effects

How to Edit a Scientific Journal
1984

clinical pharmacy education practice and research offers readers a solid foundation in clinical pharmacy and related sciences through contributions by 83
leading experts in the field from 25 countries this book stresses educational approaches that empower pharmacists with patient care and research
competencies the learning objectives and writing style of the book focus on clarifying the concepts comprehensively for a pharmacist from regular patient
counseling to pharmacogenomics practice it covers all interesting topics a pharmacist should know this book serves as a basis to standardize and
coordinate learning to practice explaining basics and using self learning strategies through online resources or other advanced texts with an educational
approach it guides pharmacy students and pharmacists to learn quickly and apply clinical pharmacy education practice and research provides an
essential foundation for pharmacy students and pharmacists globally covers the core information needed for pharmacy practice courses includes multiple
case studies and practical situations with 70 focused on practical clinical pharmacology knowledge designed for educational settings but also useful as a
refresher for advanced students and researchers

Scientometric Indicators
1985

the art of writing up a completed research project in a format suitable for submission to a social work journal is an ability separate from one s skills as a
research methodologist it is also an ability that despite its importance is often overlooked by research courses and senior level mentors this
straightforward pocket guide to preparing research articles steps into the void as an insider s guide to getting published drawing on nearly 20 years of
experience editing a social work research journal bruce a thyer has crafted a candid companion to the journal publishing process unraveling the
mysteries that students as well as many established researchers might otherwise stumble over and as a result their prospectus for future success
improve thyer s frank advice on selecting an appropriate journal handling rejections and revisions understanding confusing concepts like impact factors
and electronic publishing and avoiding common methodological and formatting pitfalls constitute a gold mine for the fledging researcher writer

Computational Materials, Chemistry, and Biochemistry: From Bold Initiatives to the Last
Mile
2021-01-25
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examines current issues in journals publishing and reviews how the industry will develop over the next few years with contributions from leading
academics and industry professionals the book provides an authoritative and balanced view of this fast changing area there are a variety of views
surrounding the future of journals and these are covered using a range of contributors online access is now taken for granted 90 per cent of journals
published are now available online an increase from 75 per cent in 2003 looks at a fast moving and vital area for academics and publishers contains
contributions from leading international figures from universities and publishers

Rationing in the NHS
1996

Clinical Pharmacy Education, Practice and Research
2018-11-23

Pocket Guide to Preparing Social Work Research Articles
2008-02-14

The Future of the Academic Journal
2009-06-22

The Standard Periodical Directory
1993
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